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Let L be a classical link with group G. We show that if sufficiently many components of L 
have nonzero linking numbers with each other then the Chen groups G”G,,/G”G,,+, are all 
determined (up to isomorphism) by Gz/ G, Furthermore, the collection { G”G,,/ G”G,,+,} of Chen 
groups, considered as a graded Lie algebra, is also determined at the GJG, level. 
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1. Introduction 
A (tame, oriented) link in the three-sphere S’ is a union L = K, u. . ’ u K, of 
j_~ 2 2 oriented, pairwise disjoint, polygonal simple closed curves. The group of such 
a link is the fundamental group G = n,(S’ - L) of its complement. In this paper we 
are concerned with the various quotient groups G”G,/ G”Gy+, , where {G,} is the 
lower central series of G (given by G, = G and G,,,, = [G, G,]). They are referred 
to as the “Chen groups” of L in honor of K.-T. Chen, who introduced them [l]. 
The first of these groups is the abelianization H = G/G2 of G; it is the free abelian 
group on the set (t,, . . . , fF} of Alexander duals of the components of L. Chen [2] 
showed that the next of these groups, GZ/G3, is determined (up to isomorphism) 
by the linking numbers between the various components of L. Let A = (n,,,,;,) be 
the /1 x (y) matrix whose rows are indexed by { 1, . , p}, whose columns are indexed 
by {(i, j) 11 s i <j c p}, and whose entries are given by 
[(Kc, K,), if a = i, 
llN(i,,)= 
i 
-I(K,, K,), if a =j, 
0, otherwise. 
Then A is a presentation matrix for the abelian group GZ/ G3, with the (i, j) column 
of A corresponding to [t,, t,]G3. 
In the case of a two-component link of linking number I= /(K,, K2), G,/ G3 is 
isomorphic to Z,, where Z, is Z if I= 0, and is the cyclic group of order III otherwise. 
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Murasugi [lo] showed that when If 0, the higher Chen groups are given by 
G”G,/ G”G+, = Zp-’ (q 2 2). (When I= 0, the higher Chen groups are determined 
by the Milnor b-invariants of the link [ 10, 111.) Our first theorem is a generalization 
of this result to links of more than two components. 
Theorem 1. Suppose L is a link of t_~ 2 3 components, and suppose that the rank of A 
is TV - 1. (Note that this is the greatest rank that A could possibly have.) Let T be the 
torsion subgroup of G2/G3. Then for q 22, G”G41G”Gq+, is a finitely generated 
abelian group of rank (q - 1) . ( @+,“-‘) whose torsion subgroup is isomorphii to 
T(i’:2,3) 
The assumption that the rank of A be p - 1 can be equivalently stated as follows. 
Let r be the graph with vertices v,, . . , v, which has an edge between vi and vj 
whenever I(&&, Kj) # 0. Then as we shall see in Proposition 4.2 below, A has rank 
p - 1 if and only if r is connected. 
Our proof of Theorem 1 depends heavily on our recent joint work with Massey 
[9]. (In that paper Theorem 1 was proven in the special case T = 0; combined with 
results of Maeda [6], this special case yielded several different characterizations of 
the family of links whose groups have the same lower central series quotients as 
the free group of rank p - 1.) Indeed, the only assertion of Theorem 1 that doesn’t 
follow directly from [9] is the identification of the torsion subgroups of the higher 
Chen groups when T # 0. 
The set { G”G,/ G”G,+,} of Chen groups of a link L is not merely a collection of 
abelian groups, for the various commutator maps 
(G”G,/G”G,,,) x (G”G,/G”G,,,)+ G”G,,+q/G’tGp+y+, 
(1 s p 4 q) give it the structure of a (graded) Lie algebra. Note that this Lie algebra 
is somewhat degenerate: the commutator map is trivial whenever p > 1. Our second 
theorem states that when A has rank p - 1 this Lie algebra, like the graded abelian 
group { G”G,/ G”Gq+,}, is completely determined at the G2/ G3 level. 
Theorem 2. Let L and L” be links of p 3 2 components, with groups G and 6. Suppose 
A has rank t_~ - 1 and there are isomorphisms i, : H + fi and iz : G,/ G3 + G,/ Gx such 
that the following diagram commutes. 
HxH-G2/G3 
_ * I - 
Hx H-G2/G3 
(The horizontal arrows represent commutator maps.) Then there is an isomorphism 
i:(G”Gy/G”Gy+,}+ (d”G~/@G,+,> of Lie algebras, which is i, on H = G/G2 and 
iz on G,/ G, . 
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Theorems 1 and 2 can be used to give explicit conditions on the linking numbers 
in two links that are equivalent to the existence of particular types of isomorphisms 
between their Chen groups. We give these equivalent conditions in the following 
corollaries. 
Corollary 1. Let L and L be links of TV ~2 components, with associated matrices A 
and 2”. Suppose I4 has rank t_~ - 1. Then any two of the following are equivalent. 
(a) A and i have the same elementary ideals. 
(b) Gz/G3= G,/G,. 
(c) G”G,/ G”G,+, = G”G~/@G,+, for all q 2 1. 
Of course, the equivalence of (a) and (b) in Corollary 1 is a direct consequence 
of Chen’s theorem that A and i are presentation matrices of G2/ G3 and GJ 6,. 
For a discussion of the elementary ideals of A, see the beginning of Section 4. 
Corollaries 2 and 3 below follow porn Theorem 2 and results of [ 121. If A = ( aij) 
is a p x p matrix, we denote by A the (5) x ($) matrix, with rows and columns 
indexed by {(a, b) 11 S a < b c p}, whose (a, b)(c, d) entry is aucahd - a&abc. 
Corollary 2. Let L and L be links of p 3 2 components, and suppose A has rank t_~ - 1. 
Then any two of the following are equivalent. 
(a) There are p x F integer matrices A, B and C, with A invertible (over Z), such 
that AA = Bn” and 11” = CAA. 
(b) G/G3= G/& 
(c) There are isomorphisms i, and iz as in Theorem 2. 
(d) The Lie algebras (G”G,/G”G,+,) and (&G,/@G’,,,> are isomorphic. 
Recall that an articulation point of a graph is a vertex with the property that 
removing the vertex (and all edges on which it is incident) produces a graph with 
more connected components. We say a link L has inseparable linking numbers if the 
associated graph r has no more than one connected component, in addition to 
isolated vertices, and is also without articulation points (see [12]). 
Corollary 3. Let L and i be links of p 2 2 components, and suppose A has rank p - 1. 
Then any two of the following are equivalent. 
(a) Whenever K,, u . u K,,, is a sublink of L with inseparable linking numbers, 
either l( Ki,, Ki,) = l(K,,, &,) for all j # k E { 1, . . . , 
_ _ 
~1 or i(K,, K,) = -l(K,, K,) for 
alljfkE{l,...,v}. 
(b) There are t_~ x p integer matrices B and C with A = Bi and 2 = CA. 
(c) There is an isomorphism G/G3 I- G/G, under which meridians are mapped to 
corresponding meridians. 
(d) There are isomorphisms i, and i, as in Theorem 2, with i,(ti) = ?, for every i. 
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(e) There is an isomorphism between the Lie algebras { G”G,/G”G,+,} and 
(~?“e,/ &6q+,), with the property that the isomorphism G/ Gz = 6/ 6;, maps each t, 
to 6. 
Note that if two links satisfy the conditions of Corollary 3, then they must also 
satisfy those of Corollary 2; and if two links satisfy the conditions of Corollary 2, 
then they must also satisfy those of Corollary 1. In Section 5 we observe that the 
converse of the first of these implications holds when p = 2, and the converse of 
the second holds when p = 2 or p = 3; we also give examples that show that both 
converses fail for higher values of /-L. 
We are very grateful to W.S. Massey, who suggested to us both the content of 
Theorem 2 and the basis of its proof. 
2. Some commutative algebra 
Let H = G/G2 be the abelianization of the group G of the link L. By Alexander 
duality, H = H,(S3 - L) is a free abelian group on /J generators t, , . . . , t&, where 
each t, is represented by a meridian of the ith component of L. The integral group 
ring ZH is isomorphic to the ring Z[ t, , . . . , tp, t;‘, . . . , ti’] of Laurent polynomials 
in p commuting variables. The augmentation map F : ZH + Z is the homomorphism 
given by e(h) = 1 Vh E H. Its kernel is the augmentation ideal, IH, of ZH; it is the 
ideal generated by t, - 1, . . , t, - 1. 
The associated graded module of a ZH-module B is the direct sum 
gr(B)= @ (IH)“. B/(IH)‘+' . B. 
SZO 
Clearly gr(B) is a graded module over the graded ring gr(ZH). For b E B let u(b) 
be the order of b with respect to the filtration {(IH)” . B}; that is, u(b) = CC if 
b E (IH)” . B Vs, and u(b) = s if b E (ZH)’ . B - (IH)‘+’ . B. The initialform function 
in : B + gr( B) is defined by in(b) = 0 if v( b) = CO, and in(b) = b + (IH)“(‘)+’ . B other- 
wise. If A c B is a submodule, then for s 2 0 we denote by in, (A) the subgroup of 
gr,(B) consisting of initial forms of elements of A. If e: B+ C is an epimorphism 
of ZH-modules, then it induces an epimorphism gr(e) : gr( B) + gr( C) of graded 
gr(ZH)-modules. The kernel of gr(e) is in(ker e). (See [13, Chapter VIII] for the 
general theory of associated graded modules.) 
The Alexander invariant of the link L is the quotient BL = G’/G”; we will use 
both “+” and “ .” to denote the operation in this abelian group, and hope that this 
inconsistency of notation will not cause much confusion. The Alexander invariant 
carries an H-module structure defined by (gG’) . (CC”) = gcg-’ G” for g E G and 
c E G’. Note that there is a simple connection between this module structure and 
the formation of commutators in G’/ G”: if c E G’, g E G, and h = gG’, then [g, c] G” = 
gcg~‘c~‘G”=gcg~‘G”+c~‘G”=gcg p’G”-cG”=h. cG”-cG”=(h-l). cc”. As 
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Massey has observed [8, p. 4011, it follows that for s 2 0, (IH)” . BL = G”GF+J G”, 
and hence grs(BL) = G”G,7+2/G”G,+,. Furthermore, it follows that the Lie algebra 
structure of { G”Gy/ G”G,+,} is determined by the single commutator map H x H + 
G2/ G3 together with the graded gr(Z H)-module structure of gr( BL). This observation 
will be crucial in our proof of Theorem 2. 
Let 2,) 2, and Z, be the free ZH-modules on {z” 11~ a 4 p}, {zc 11~ i < j s p}, 
and {z,,,~l~~<u<w~ p}, respectively. Then there is an exact sequence 
of 72 H-homomorphisms, given by 
!i,(za) = cl - 1, 52(z,j)=(r~-1)zj-(rj-1)zi, 
and 
dxzuLw) =(L - 1)&w -(L-l)Gdw+(L-l)zuu 
(cf. [5, p. 1891). 
Let Y be the free Z H-module on the set {x1,. . . , xr}, and let A : Y + Z, be the 
ZH-homomorphism whose matrix (with respect to the bases {xa} and {z,.}) is the 
matrix A. Let B,, be the cokernel of the map (A, LX) : YOZ, + Z,. By [9, Proposition 
(3.8)], if A has rank p - 1 then gr(B,,) = gr(B,) as graded gr(ZH)-modules; under 
this isomorphism the element of gr,( B, ) determined by zti corresponds to the element 
of gr,( BL) determined by [t,, $1. This isomorphism will be very useful to us, because 
the simple nature of B, allows for a relatively simple description of its associated 
graded module, as we shall shortly see. 
Suppose s 3 0. We call an element of Z H homogeneous of degree s if it is a sum 
c a,,,...,&, - 1)” . . . (f, - l)‘u, 
taken over the set of all p-tuples (Y, , . . . , r@) of nonnegative integers with 1 r, = s, 
for some integers a, ,,..., rw . Clearly the homogeneous elements of degree s form an 
additive subgroup of ZH, which we will denote H,,(ZH), and this subgroup is free 
abelian of rank (I*+.,??‘) (the number of distinct CL-tuples (r,, . . . , r,) with 1 rk = s). 
It is a simple matter to verify that the initial form function in: Z H + gr(+ H) induces 
an isomorphism between H,(ZH) and gr,(Z H). 
Similarly, if V is a free Z H-module with basis {ok} then its homogeneous elements 
of degree s (with respect to this basis) are the elements 1 hkuI, with every hk E H,(Z H). 
These elements form an additive subgroup H,( V) of V, and in: V+ gr( V) defines 
an isomorphism between H,(V) and gr,%( V). 
Now, consider the map (A, 13) : YO Z, + Z, mentioned earlier, and let e,, : Z, + B,, 
be the canonical map onto the quotient. Then gr(e,,) : gr(Z,) + gr( B,) is an epimorph- 
ism of graded gr(ZH)-modules, whose kernel is in(ker e,,,). By [9, Proposition (2.4)], 
the simple nature of the maps A and {,-they are “homogeneous” maps in an 
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obvious sense-leads to the following description of this kernel: 
kergr,(e,)=in,(A(Y))+in,(5i(Z3)) 
=A(H,( Y))+5~(HF~,(z3))+(IH)C+1 . z,/(zH)“+’ . z,. 
(Here “H_,(Z2)” =O.) This gives us simple presentations of both the individual 
higher Chen groups and the entire graded module gr(B,), which will be useful in 
our proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
Suppose L and i are links of p 2 2 components, the matrix A associated to L 
has rank p - 1, and i, and i2 are isomorphisms as in the statement of Theorem 2. 
In particular, then G2/ G, and G2/ G3 are isomorphic abelian groups with presenta- 
tion matrices A and il”, so the rank of i is also p - 1. As we mentioned in Section 
2, the Lie algebra {G”G,/ G”G,+,} consists (essentially) of two portions, the single 
commutator map H x H + G2/ G3 and the graded gr(Z H)-module gr(B,), which is 
isomorphic to gr(B,,); and similarly for the Lie algebra { 6”6,/ G”G,+,}. To prove 
Theorem 2, then, it suffices to prove that there is an isomorphism i : gr( B,,) + gr(B,i) 
of graded modules relative to the isomorphism gr(i,) :gr(ZH) + gr(Zfi), i.e., an 
isomorphism with the property that i(h. b) = gr(i,)(h) . i(b) for h E gr(ZH) and 
b E gr(B~,). (Such an isomorphism is sometimes referred to as a “semilinear” 
isomorphism.) 
Let @ be the free group on t,, . . . , tp, and 6 the free group on ?, , . . , I,; @I@2 
may be naturally identified with H and 6/6)2 with fi. Then Q2/ $ is the free 
abelian group on { [ ti, tj] Q3 / 1 s i <j < p}, and similarly for 6J &)3. Let f : Q2/ Q3 + 
G2/G3 and f: 62/&.3+ 6,/G, be defined by f([&, t,]Q3)=[t,, f,]GX and 
f([ I,, $I&) = [ 6, $1 G,. Then if i, : Q2/ Q3 + d$/& is the isomorphism given by 
i;([ji, fjl%)=[h(fi), il(jj)l&, we have a commuting diagram 
(3.1) 
in which the vertical arrows all represent isomorphisms. 
Recall that Z, is the free ZH-module on {z,, 11~ i < js p}. Clearly this module 
can be identified with the tensor product ZH O( Q2/ Q3) (all tensor products that 
we consider will be over Z), by identifying h~,~ with h@([ti, $]D3). Similarly, .& 
can be identified with hfi 0 (&/ &). With these identifications in mind, i, 0 p, : Z, + 
2, is a (semilinear) module isomorphism with respect to the ring isomorphism 
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i, : Z H + Z I?. This isomorphism defines a semilinear graded module isomorphism 
gr( i,@ f,) : gr(ZJ + gr(&) with respect to the isomorphism gr( i,) : gr(ZH) + gr(hfi) 
of graded rings. To show that there is a semilinear isomorphism between gr( B \) 
and gr( B ;), it suffices to prove that gr( i, 0 7,) maps ker gr(e,) onto ker gr(e i). 
Given the description (at the end of Section 2) of these two kernels, we see that it 
suffices to prove that for each ~20, gr,(i,Or’,) maps in,(A(Y)) onto in,(X(?)), 
and in,(<,(Z,)) onto in.$(5;(&)). These are proven in the two propositions below. 
Proposition 3.1. For each ~20, gr,(i,O?,) maps in,(h( Y)) onto in,(i;( ?)). 
Proof. Recall that A is a presentation matrix of G2/G3, with the (i,j)-column of 
A corresponding to [ ti, tj]G3, and similarly for /I. Suppose we think of the rows 
A,,..., A, of A as representing elements of @z/Q3, with the (i, j)-column of A 
corresponding to [t,, t,] CD?. Then iff: Q2/ Q3 + G,/ G, is the epimorphism appearing 
in the diagram (3.1), the rows of A generate kerf: Similarly, the rows 1i,, . . . , ii, 
of /i generate ker3 
The commuting of (3.1) implies that T,(kerf) = kerf That is, :,(A,), . . . , :,(A,) 
are all linear combinations (with integer coefficients) of _z,, . . . , ifi, and vice versa. 
The map A : Y+ Zz is given by A(xi) = l@A,, and similarly for 1. Hence 
(i,@f,)(A(Y)) is the submodule of & generated by l@?,(A,) ,..., l@l’,(A,), 
and x( ?) is the submodule of zz generated by 1 Ox,, . . . , lO&. As each 
of 10 f,(n,), . . , 10 ;,(A,) is a linear combination (with integer coefficients) 
of 10X,, . . .) 10x,, and vice versa, it follows that (i,@L,)(A( Y))=x( ~)c.&. 
Certainly then in,(i( ?)) =in,((i,O ;,)(A( Y))) for every ~20. 
Finally, i,Of,:Z,+.& is a semilinear module isomorphism with 
(i,@i;)(_(lH)‘~Z$=(I6)‘~&foreverys ~O,andso(i,Or’,)((lH)“~Z,nA(Y))= 
(If?)’ * Z2 n (i, 0 il)(A( Y)). Consequently, 
gr.(i,Oi?)(in,~(A(Y)))=in,((i,Oi?)(A( Y)))=in,(X(?)). 0 
Recall again that @ and 6 are the free groups on {t, , . . . , t,} and { ?, , . . . , Q 
respectively, The abelian group B = @‘/ @” carries the structure of a module over 
H = Q/Q’, with the scalar multiplication given by (g@‘) . (c@“) = gcg-I@” for g E @ 
and CE @‘. As with B,, it is easy to see that (IH)' . B = @“@,+JP for each ~30. 
Furthermore, if e : Z, + B is the Z H-homomorphism given by e(z,) = [ ti, t,] @“, then 
e is an epimorphism and ker e = 13(Z3) (see [3, Proposition (4.3)]). Similar consider- 
ations apply to 6. A well-known theorem of Nielsen asserts that there is an 
isomorphism i, : Q, + 6 which induces the isomorphism i, : H + fi. (For an account 
of this theorem see [7, Chapter 31.) This isomorphism induces a semilinear module 
isomorphism j, : B + B, with respect to the ring isomorphism i, : 7H + ZZ?. With 
these considerations in mind, we may now proceed to the proof of the following 
proposition. 
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Proposition 3.2. For each s 2 0, gr.S( i, 0 r,) maps in,(&(Z,)) onto iq(&(&)). 
Proof. We have a diagram 
de) I I gr(i) 
gr(B) 
gr(j,) l gr(g) 
in which the horizontal arrows represent semilinear isomorphisms of graded modules 
(with respect to gr(ir) : gr(ZH)+gr(Zfi)), gr(e) is an epimorphism of graded 
gr(ZH)-modules with kernel in(b,(Z,)), and gr(C) is an epimorphism of graded 
gr(Zfi)-modules with kernel in(f3(&)). To prove the proposition it suffices to show 
that this diagram commutes. That is, it suffices to show that whenever s 2 0, h E (IH)‘, 
and 1 s i < j s CL, j,e(hz,-) - e”( i,O T,)(hz,) will be an element of (II?)‘+’ . i?. As 
j,e(llz,!-e’(i,Oi;)(h~~)=i,(h).(j,e(~~)-d(i,Oi;)(z,)), it suffices to prove that 
j,e(z,)-e”(i,@i;)(z,)E(Ifi). E=&‘@,/&‘. 
To see this suppose that i,: H + fi is given by 
or in additive notation, 
C (aimujn-ainujm)[im, 7n16. 
ltl<n 
Hence 
C(i,O i;)(Z,) = e” 
( 
10 C (Ui,UJ, - UinUjm)[ i,, inI& 
Wl<n > 
= e’ ( J, ( uim"jn - uin"jm 1 :m,n > 
= C (ai,ujn -~,,a,,)[?,, in]@ 
lTlt?l 
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or in multiplicative notation, 
Modulo &$‘“f &‘, this coincides with 
where i, is the isomorphism H + I?. Since this i, is induced by i, : @ + 6, which also 
induces j, : B + 6, [i, ( ti), i,( t,)] 6” coincides (modulo &.3 &/ 6”) with 
j,([C, t,l@“) =j,e(z,). 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
Let L be a link of p 3 3 components, whose associated matrix A has rank y - 1. 
As we mentioned at the end of Section 2, for each q 22 gr,~,(e.,,):gr,~,(Z,)~ 
gr,_,(B,,) is an epimorphism whose kernel is 
Equivalently, there is an exact sequence 
H& Y)@ Hq_3(Z3) (H”~L(h)’ H”m’(i’)), Hqpz(Z2) + grq-2( B,,) + 0, 
where H,_,(h) and H,_,(l,) are the maps defined by restricting A and Cj. This 
yields a presentation matrix P(q, p) of the abelian group gr,-,(B,,), namely the 
matrix of (H,_,(A), I&,(&‘,)) with respect to the obvious bases in its domain and 
codomain. 
Recall that if P is an m x n matrix of integers which is a presentation matrix for 
an abelian group A, then A is determined (up to isomorphism) by the various 
elementary ideals E,(P) (given by: E,(P)=0 if kc0 or k<n-m, E,(P)=Z if 
k 3 n, and otherwise E,(P) equals the ideal of Z generated by the determinants of 
the various (n - k) x (n - k) submatrices of P). In particular, if r is the rank of A 
then E,_,(P) = 0 # E,(P) and the nonnegative g.c.d. of E,(P) is the order of the 
torsion subgroup of A. 
Thus the structure of the abelian groups gr,-,( B,,) ^- G”Gy/G”Gq+, could be 
determined by calculating the elementary ideals of the matrices P( q, p). Fortunately 
for us, it is not necessary to present such calculations in complete detail. This is 
true for two reasons. First, part of Theorem l-the assertion that for q 3 2 gr,-,(B,) 
is a finitely generated abelian group of rank (q - 1) . (@+,4-“)-follows immediately 
from [9, Proposition (3.6)] (with “P” there taken to be the field of rationals). 
(Another proof of this assertion has been given by Maeda [6].) This allows us to 
concentrate our attention on the torsion subgroup of each gr,_,(B,,). Second, it is 
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rather easy to see that if T is the torsion subgroup of G2/ G, then for q 2 2 gr,_,( B,) 
contains a subgroup isomorphic to 
T( “l’,‘) 
(We will prove this directly.) Once this is proven, it will be necessary only to show 
that the nonnegative g.c.d. of the first nonzero elementary ideal of P(q, t_~cL) (the 
(q - 1) . (“+JP3)th) is no larger than the order of this subgroup. 
Then gr,J B,) contains a subgroup isomorphic to Proposition 4.1. Suppose q 2 2. 
.(“;!i3) 
Proof. Note that H,(h) : HO( Y ) + Ho(Z2) has cokernel isomorphic to G2/ G,, since 
A is a presentation matrix of G2/ G3 (as an abelian group). Thus H,_,(h) : E-I,_,( Y) + 
H,_,(Z,) has cokernel isomorphic to 
(G2/ GX)(“:‘T2). 
Suppose we factor the epimorphism 
KP2(Z2) + gr,-,(B,,) = coker((M-,(A), K-3(53))) 
in the obvious way as 
H,_,(Z,) 5 coker H,_,(A) L gr,_,(B,). 
Then to prove the proposition it suffices to prove that gs is injective on the torsion 
subgroup of coker H,_,(A); that is, it suffices to prove that ker g, = 
fq(Hq~3(53)(Hq~3(Z3))) is torsionfree. 
By [9, Corollary (3.5)1, (kerf,) n IX--3(5;)(&-3(Z3)) = K--2(A)(K-2( Y)) n 
HP3(5;)(H-3(Z3)) = 0, so that K-3(L’3)(KP3(Z3)) . IS mapped isomorphically onto 
ker g, by fq. Since Hq_3(53)(Hq_3(Z3)) is itself a torsionfree abelian group (it is a 
subgroup of the free abelian group H,_,(ZJ), the proof is complete. 0 
Now to complete the proof of Theorem 1, it suffices to show that for q 3 2 the 
torsion subgroup of grqP2( B,, ) has no more elements than 
.(“i’:‘) 




To show this it will be convenient to have the following description of the elementary 
ideals of A. 
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Proposition 4.2. For 1 s m < t_~, the ((5) - m) th elementary ideal of A is the ideal of 
Z generated by the set of all products 
fi lCKi,, K,,) 
k=l 
such that i,, . . , i,, j,, . . . , j, E { 1, . . . , p} have these two properties: j,, . . . , j, are 
pairwise distinct, and ik c {jk, . . . , j,} for every k. 
See [9, Proposition (3.3)] for a proof. 
This description of the elementary ideals of A can be paraphrased as follows: 
the ((‘4) - m)th elementary ideal of A is the ideal of Z generated by the set of all 
products 
k=, 
such that {vi,, v,,}, . . . , {II;,,,, v ,,,, } are the edges of a subgraph of r which is a forest 
(i.e., its connected components are trees). 
We will call a square matrix virtually triangular if it has the property that its rows 
and columns can be permuted so that the resulting matrix is upper triangular (i.e., 
it has no nonzero entries below its diagonal). The proof of Proposition 4.2 shows 
that every nonsingular square submatrix of A is virtually triangular. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose an ideal I of Z is generated by {n,, . . , n,}. Then for k 2 1, Ik 
is generated by {nf,. . . , nk}. 
Proof. Obviously the greatest common divisor of n:, . . . , nk is the kth power of 
the g.c.d. of n,, . . . , n,. 0 
The proof of Theorem 1 requires a detailed consideration of the matrices P(q, t_~); 
we give an explicit description of them. For q 2 2, P(q, t_~) is a 
matrix. Its rows are indexed by two disjoint sets, {(s, , , . . , s,, a) 1 s, 2 0, . . . , s, 2 0, 
1 Sk = q -2, and 1 S a s w} and (if q Z= 3) {(r,, . . . , r,+, u, v, w) 1 r, 3 0,. . . , rW 3 0, 
cr,=q--3, and l~u<v<w~~}, with (s,,.. . , s@,, a) representing the generator 
(t,-l)“,..*(t,-l)S+x, of Hyp2(Y) and (r,,.. . , r@, u, v, w) representing the gen- 
erator (t,-l)‘I...(t,-l)“z,,, of Hq_3(Z3). The columns of P(q, t_~) are indexed 
by the set {(s, , . . . , s,, i, j) 1 s, 2 0, . . . , sfi 2 0, 1 Sk = q -2, and 1 S i <j s t.~}, with 
(s,, . . . , sfi, i, j) representing the generator (t, - l)“, . . (t, - l)“wz, of H,_,(Z,). The 
row indexed by (s,, . . . , sp, a) has the entry I( K,, K,) in a column (s, , . . . , s,, i, j) 
with a = i, and the entry --I( Ki, K,) in a column (s, , . . , s&, i,j) with a = j; its other 
entries are all zero. The row indexed by (r, , . . . , r&, u, v, w) has these three nonzero 
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entries: 1 in the column (rr , . . . , r,_, , r,, + 1, r,,, , . . . , rp, Y, w), -1 in the column 
(ri,.. .,r,_,,r,+l,r,+ ,,..., rcr,u,w), and 1 in the column (r ,,..., r,_,,r,,+ 
LrW+l,-..,rS, u, v). For 1 s is + we denote by Pi(q, t.~) the submatrix of P(q, t..~) 
obtained by deleting all rows (sr , . . . , sp,, a) with a = i. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 it now suffices to prove 
Theorem4.4. Supposeq~2,andleti ,,..., i,-,,j, ,..., j,-,E{l,..., plbesuchthat 
’ .71, . . . , Jp-I are pairwise distinct and ik g {j,, . . . , j,-JVk. Then P,,(qy PL) has a square 
submatrix of order 
which is virtually triangular, involves every row (s,, . . . , s,, a) with a # i, , and has 
determinant 
Clearly there must be at least one of j,, . _ . , j,_, which is not among i,, . . . , i,_, . 
Also, the matrix P( q, t_~) possesses obvious symmetries with respect to permutations 
of (1,. . .) p}, at least up to sign-changes of entries; since the submatrices we are 
seeking are virtually triangular, we need not be concerned with such changes of 
sign. These symmetries allow us to assume that for some n E { 1, . . . , p - l}, j, = /.L .@ 
{i,,... , i,_i}; we may also assume that i, = 1. 
Theorem 4.4 is proven by induction on q and pw; the following lemma embodies 
part of the induction. Let Q(q, t_~) be the submatrix of P(q, /_L) consisting of: all 
rows (si,...,s*, a)withs,=Oanda=~;allrows(r,,...,r,,u,v,w)withr,=O 
and w = p (if q 3 3); and all columns (s,, . . . , s,, i, j) with s, = 0 and j = /-L. 
Lemma 4.5. 7’he matrix Q( q, t_~) has a virtually triangular, square submatrix of order 
which involves all the rows (s,, . . . , sp, p) of Q(q, t.~) and has determinant 
*(f(K,, KU))(W:yT4). 
Proof. If q = 2, Q(q, t_~) has only one row, whose entries are 
-l(K,, K,), . . . , -l(K,p,, I&); 
we may simply pick the entry -l(K,, K,). 
If p = 3 s q, we may inductively assume that Q(q - 1,3) satisfies the lemma. We 
permute the rows of Q(q, 3) so that they appear in this order: first, the rows 
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(S ,,s2,s3,3) with s,=O<s,; next, the rows (rl,r2,r3,1,2,3) with r,=O<r, (if 
q > 3); then the row (S ,,s,,s,,3)withs,=O=s,;andlast,therow(r,,r,,r,,1,2,3) 
with r, = 0 = r,. We permute the columns of Q( q, 3) into this order: first, the columns 
(s 1, s2, s3, i, 3) with s3 = 0 < s,; next, the column (s , , s2, sj ,2,3) with s3 = 0 = s,; and 
finally, the column (s, , s2, s3, 1,3) with sj = 0 = s2. The result is 
i 
Q(q-L3) 0 0 
0 -l(Kz, KJ -I(K,, KJ > 
A 1 0 i 
where A is the appropriate row matrix. (The identification of the upper left-hand 
submatrix with Q(q - 1,3) is easily accomplished by subtracting 1 from s2 or r2 in 
each row and column index.) The inductive hypothesis guarantees us a square, 
virtually triangular submatrix B of Q( q - 1,3), of order (“l!;‘) . (q - 3) + (IL:!q5) = 
2q - 5, which involves all the rows (s , , s2, s3, 3) with s3 = 0 < s2 and has determinant 
i (I( K, , K,))9-2. Clearly then 
B 0 0 
0 -l(Kz, Kd -l(K,, Kd 
C 1 0 
(where C is the appropriate submatrix of A) satisfies the lemma. 
If p > 3 G q, we may inductively assume that Q(q - 1, p) and Q(q, p - 1) satisfy 
the lemma. We permute the rows of Q(q, p) so that they appear in this order: first, 
the rows (s,, . . . , s,, p) with sfi =O< s,; next, the rows (r,, . . . , ‘;, u, o, p) with 
rF = O< r,; then the rows (sr, . . . , s,, p) with s, = 0 = sz; then the rows 
(rr,.. , , rw7 u, v, PL) with rF = 0 = r, and uf2Zv; and last, the rows 
(r,,. . . , r&, u, v, p) with rF = 0 = r2 and 2 E {u, v}. We permute the columns of Q( q, p) 
into this order: first, the columns (s,, . . . , s,, i, p) with s, = 0 < s2; next, the columns 
(s l,...,Sfi, 2 i p) with S, = 0 = s2 and i # 2; and last, the columns (sr , . . . , sp, 2, p) 
with s+ = 0 = s2. The result is 
i 
Q(q-1,E.L) 0 0 
0 Q(s,v1) A > 
B 0 c 1 
where A, B and C are the appropriate matrices. 
The inductive hypothesis provides us with a square, virtually triangular submatrix 
D, of Q(q - 1, p), of order (“,‘Z,‘) . (q -3) + (“l!,‘), which involves every row 
(S,,..., sP, p) with s, = 0 < s2 and has determinant 
+(Z(K,, KJ)(“‘““). 
The inductive hypothesis also provides us with a virtually triangular submatrix D2 
of Q(q, p -l), of order (“:!F5) . (q-2)+(Gz!;5), which involves every row 
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(SIT. . ., s*,, p) with s, = 0 = s2 and has determinant 
k(1(K,, &))(“;“2’). 
The matrix C has these properties: every nonzero entry of C is +l, every row of 
C has exactly one nonzero entry, and every column of C has at least one nonzero 
entry. Suppose that for each column of C we choose a row in which it has a nonzero 
entry. Then no two of these chosen rows will coincide, since each row has only one 
nonzero entry. Thus the submatrix D3 of C which involves every column of C and 
all the chosen rows of C will be a square matrix, of order (“i!!;‘). (This is simply 
the number of columns of C.) Clearly D, is a virtually triangular matrix with 
determinant f 1. 
These considerations give us a virtually triangular submatrix 
D, 0 0 
i i 
0 D2 E 
F 0 Ds 
of Q(q, p), which involves every row (s,, . . . , s,, p). Its order is 
(we’ve applied the identity 
(;)+(tA) =(;=:> 
twice). The determinant of this submatrix is 
f (det 0,) . (det D,) . (det D3) = * (I(K,, K,)) 
y;“,“) 
. 0 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.4. 
If q = 2, P(q, p) = A and the assertion of Theorem 4.4 is contained in the proof 
of Proposition 4.2. 
Suppose now that 3~ /1, q; we may assume that P(q- 1, p) and (if p > 3) 
P( q, p - 1) satisfy Theorem 4.4. We permute the rows of Pi,( q, p) into the following 
order: first, the rows (s,, . . , sp, a) with a Z i, and s, > 0; next, the rows 
(rl,...,rfi, u, v, w) with ‘; > 0; then the rows (s,, . . . , s,, a) with i, f a f p and 
s, = 0; then (if TV > 3) the rows (r, , . . . , rp, u, u, w) with w < p and r+ = 0; then the 
rows (s, , . . . , sp, p) with s, = 0; and finally, the rows (r, , . . . , rW, u, v, p) with rp = 0. 
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We permute the columns of Pi,(q, p) into this order: first, the columns (s,, . . . , sI1., i,j) 
with sP > 0; then the columns (s,, . . . , sF, , i j) with j < I_L and s, = 0; and last, the 
columns (s,, . . , s,, i, p) with sfi = 0. The result is either 
i 
pili,(4-1, CL) 0 0 
0 E,(q,v-l) A , 
B 0 Q(s, PI 1 
where A and B are the appropriate matrices (if p > 3), or 
where A, B and J are the approximate matrices (if p = 3). In the latter case, the 
matrix J is simply 
(* QK,,,, K,,,,)) . 4 
where m # n E {I, 2} and 1 is the (q - 1) x (q - 1) identity matrix. We leave it to the 
reader to use Lemma 4.5 and induction to construct a submatrix of P,,(q, EL) as 
required. 
5. Remarks 
Suppose L and L” are links of p 2 2 components, and the matrix A associated to 
L has rank ,u - 1. Clearly if L and i satisfy the equivalent conditions of Corollary 
3 then they also satisfy those of Corollary 2, and if they satisfy those of Corollary 
2 then they also satisfy those of Corollary 1. In the special case p = 2, conditions 
(a) of Corollary 1 and (a) of Corollary 3 are both obviously equivalent to L and L 
having the same linking number (up to sign); thus we have a proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. If p = 2, the various conditions of Corollaries 1, 2 and 3 are all 
equivalent to each other. 
It is a simple matter to construct links of three components which satisfy the 
conditions of Corollary 2 but not those of Corollary 3. For instance, suppose the 
linking numbers in L are 1, 2 and 3, and let i be obtained from L by permuting 
the indices of its components; then the groups of L and L coincide (so they certainly 
satisfy the conditions of Corollary 2), but L and i clearly do not satisfy condition 
(a) of Corollary 3. (Similar examples can be given for p 34.) On the other hand, 
we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.2. If p = 3, the various conditions of Corollaries 1 and 2 are equivaleht. 
Proof. Let GL(3, Z) be the group of 3 x 3 matrices that are invertible over Z, and 
SL(3, Z) the subgroup (of index two) consisting of the matrices of determinant +l. 
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Then the matrices 
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generate SL(3, Z), and GL(3, Z) is generated by these two together with 
[4, Theorem 14.3.11. A routine calculation shows that h(A) =a defines a 
homomorphism h :GL(3, Z) + GL(3, Z), and that the images of these three gen- 
erators of GL(3,Z) are all in SL(3, Z). Moreover, 
and 
so the image of the homomorphism h is precisely SL(3, Z). 
Now, suppose L and i satisfy the condition (a) of Corollary 1. Then the matrices 
A and i are equivalent; that is, there are A, C E GL(3, Z) with i = CAA. If 
A E SL(3, Z), then A is in the image of h, so condition (a) of Corollary 2 is satisfied. 
If A& SL(3, Z), then A = (-C)A(-A), and again condition (a) of Corollary 2 is 
satisfied. 0 
For EL. ~4, it is possible to find examples of links that satisfy the conditions of 
Corollary 1 but not those of Corollary 2. For instance, let L = K, u K2 u K3 u K, 
have nonzero linking numbers I( K,, K,) = I( K,, KS) = I( K3, K4) = 1, and let i have 
nonzero linking numbers 1( k,, 2,) = I( kl, k3) = I( kl, k,) = 1. A simple calculation 
using Proposition 4.2 shows that L and i satisfy condition (a) of Corollary 1. 
Suppose A and B are 4 x 4 matrices with Aff = Bn”, and let A, be the submatrix of 
A obtained by deleting its first column. Since Ad = II& the last three columns of 
AA (those with indices (2,3), (2,4) and (3,4)) must consist entirely of zeroes. 
Calculating the entries of Aff in these columns, we conclude directly that of the 
four rows of A,, the first and second are linearly dependent, the second and third 
are linearly dependent, and the third and fourth are linearly dependent. Hence the 
rank of A, is no more than two. It follows that the rank of A itself cannot be more 
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than three; and this shows that L and L cannot satisfy condition (a) of Corollary 
2. (Similar examples can be given for p > 4.) 
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